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Colm Gleeson

The 2009 journalism day was a great 

success. The day featured 9 different

speakers and covered a wide range of 

topics, from democracy to the 

environment and even the future of 

journalism itself.

Before we got kicked off,

though, Colm O’ Reilly gave a speech

thanking our esteemed guests and talking

about CTYI as a program and how useful

it is.

First up was Eamon Ryan, the

Minister for Communications, Energy

and Natural Resources. He gave a 5

minute or so talk about future 

environmental challenges and democratic

challenges, and how our generation are

going to have to deal with them in the

future. He also spoke about the media and

how it is a vital component of a 

democracy.

Next was Leo Enright. Leo is

and Irish radio broadcaster and news

reporter. He began by talking about the

space program, but swiftly moved onto

the economic meltdown. He then 

continued to deliver a stirring speech

about how journalism as we know it is

dying out. He said that the claim that

“information wants to be free” is false.

He explained how in past years people

bought newspapers and as such funded

journalism. With increasing numbers of

people getting news off the internet 

unfiltered, he says, modern day journal-

ism is coming to an end. He warned that

we shouldn’t be surprised if a big 

newspaper went “to the wall” this year.

Once Leo is finished, Michael

Clifford takes over. Michael is a reporter

and columnist with the Sunday Tribune.

He told us about how he used to be a Civil

Engineer, but went into journalism later.

He mentions how he heard a talk by

Professor John Horgan, who spoke later,

and has “never looked back”. He agreed

with Leo Enright that modern day 

journalism is dying out. He said that

although they may seem insignificant, we

must not let local newspapers die out, as

this will eventually cause the collapse of

national papers.

The doom and gloom is 

dispelled by the next speaker, Roisin

Ingle, who writes a weekly column in the

Irish Times Magazine. She speaks about

journalism in a positive light, disagreeing

that it is dying out. She says that her job

is “Extremely rewarding”. She, like all

the speakers, receives a great reaction.

Fergal Keane was up next.

Fergal is a journalist with RTE Radio 1

who won the Broadcaster of the Year in

2004 for his coverage of Iraq. He said he

always wanted to be a journalist and went

on to talk about travel and his time in

Iraq. He disagrees with some of his 

fellow journalists in that he believes that

we’re in a major crisis with regards to

modern day journalism. His time spent

talking about Iraq was informative and

eye-opening, and captivated all those 

attending.

Paul Reynolds was the 6th

speaker. He is currently the RTE Crime

Correspondent and delivers one of the

most interesting speeches of the day. He

talked about how his job revolves around

the darker side of life. That he deals with

murders, rapes, robberies etc. He told us

Journalism Day inspires students
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Loss of energy... drinks
Bobby Clarke & Seán Bolger
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In recent sessions *cough*session

one*cough* there have been extreme

misuses involving heavily caffeinated

drinks. It is rumoured that an 

unconfirmed Session one member 

collapsed because of three Ammo's (513

mg of caffeine) within a day. 

We do not blame this person; she

was most likely misled as three Ammo's

isn't a large dose of caffeine… compara-

tively. We do blame session one, though,

as multiple CTYIzens abused energy

drinks recklessly and ruined it for the

comparatively docile session two-ers.

R.A.s have stated off the record that

CTYIzens drank excessive amounts of

AMMO, one for the morning run, a 

second before breakfast and a third 

afterwards. Numbers are unconfirmed

after that but up to four AMMO have

been consumed, excluding the three from

the early morning.

This will have different effects

on everyone but invariably it will 

strongly affect your heart in a negative

way. We have been lead to believe by

Colm that he may have been looking for

a reason to stop this before the incident

involving the collapse of a CTYIzen. 

While we do not expect this to

be necessary we have compiled a list of

caffeinated energy drinks so if by 

accidental chance some innocent 

unsuspecting person drinks an energy

drink they will know the amount of caf-

feine they have running through their 

system.

NAME Caffeine per 100mls Caffeine per Bottle

Ammo 570mg 171mg

Coca-Cola 10mg 34.5mg

Diet Coke 13mg 45mg

Fixx Extreme 8000mg 400mg

Monster 34mg 160mg

Red Bull 34mg 80mg



Hands reach far and wide across DCU

as human chain proves a success

An extraordinary feat was accomplished

on Sunday, the 19th of July, when almost

250 students of CTYI formed a human

chain from the Terence Larkin Lecture

theatre to door number 3 of the Larkfield

residences. 

The RA's announced plans to 

perform the feat as a surprising end twist

to what many CTYIzens described as a

"relatively humdrum" Sunday activity

period, which involved a variety of games

such as card- and cup- stacking, 

target-hitting, reciting the digits of pi, and

more interestingly, balloon-shaving. 

These were followed by an

attempt by the students to spell out

"CTYI" on the ground, while RA's Martin

and Brian took to the top of the parking

building to take a photo. This activity was

received with mixed reactions - "It wasn't

uninteresting" said student Ailbhe, 15,

"but it was very cold, which dampened

the mood a bit". 

The prospect of forming a human

chain was welcomed by most of the 

students, many saying it was "different"

and "should be fun". After a quick 

briefing in the Larkin theatre, the students

were sent by rows out into the overcast

evening to arrange themselves into a line

stretching all the way to "res".

The entire process took 

approximately ten minutes to complete.

During the development of the chain, 

participating students complained of

sweaty hands, spontaneous "Mexican

waves" and the prospect of their arms

falling off. However, the phrase "No pain,

no gain" rang true as the chain was a hit

with nearly everyone. One student,

Conor, said "It was alright", and another,

Orla, said "It was awesome, but my hand

was sweaty".

With the success of the evening,

there is a possibility of the "human chain"

becoming an annual tradition, perhaps

even with a competitive motive, to better

that of previous years.

Paul Glynn

Which was hotter, the boys or the water?

Jack Walsh

Many dorm rooms at DCU are 

shamefully ordinary, used only for 

sleeping and showering. Not for veteran

CTYI students, Neil "Haggis" Kennedy

and David "Foxy" Fox, whose bathroom

was turned into a steam room. I caught up

with the two men to find out what 

happened and their feelings on the 

subject. 

"Haggis" told me that it all

began when he was shaving, the hot tap in

the bathroom would only run cold water.

After turning the tap off, it began to drip,

and by the next day steam had started to

form and the temperature had risen 

dramatically.

"Foxy" then told me how he

tried to fix the tap but it was far too hot to

touch, never mind fix. However, the two

men are known for their optimism and

ingenuity, and soon they were (separate-

ly) sitting in the "steam room" in their

underwear. Their enjoyment soon ended,

as coming back to their room they discov-

ered that the tap had been fixed and the

room had returned to normal. "Haggis"

placed the blame on the cleaners and

maintenance staff, "Foxy" blamed the

aliens. 
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Appliance Anxiety

Students are in a state of panic and 

confusion after the disappearance of a

number of toasters and kettles from the

ground floor of res.

The appliances have been

steadily vanishing from rooms over the

course of the session, supposedly being

taken by RAs through open kitchen 

windows.

When questioned about these

alleged thefts, the RAs blamed it on the

sportalians. They also stated: "We don't

know if we took them. We cannot 

control what's taken." This behaviour has

been noted as suspicious on their part.

Only Dearbhaile the RA made a

clear statement on the issue, encouraging

students to take action and prevent their

own appliance from mysteriously 

disappearing: "Only you can control

what is taken - by closing your win-

dows!" 

Orla Delaney & Leah McHugh "LIVING IN FEAR"

Students have reacted to these statements

with disappointment and confusion.

Ruadhán, 15, told The CTYIzens'

Review: "It's horrendous. I should be

free to keep my windows open for 

ventilation purposes."

Both Ruadhán and Paul, also

15, agree that they are "living in fear" of

their toaster or kettle being taken. "To

put it simply, I couldn't live without it,"

says Ruadhán. "It's like a wife to me." I

chose not to question him further about

this remark.

A witness of an appliance-filch-

ing incident spoke exclusively to The

CTYIzens' Review.

"CLOSE YOUR WINDOWS"

"I was peeking out my kitchen window

one night when I heard the ominous

voice of a certain gangly male RA,

shouting 'Lights out!'. This was followed

by some scuffling noises and a second

male RA calling, 'If you want your kettle

and toaster back, close your windows.'

He then proceeded to skip away down

the path, giggling like a little girl." This

statement is clearly very worrying to

both students and RAs.

When asked about this incident,

that same giggling RA said, "All toasters

will be returned." It should be noted that

he failed to mention the fate of the 

kettles involved.

A certain TA was overheard

mentioning that "they were at that in 

session one as well".

"FOREWARNED"

Hopes are high for the return of the

appliances, but RAs are making no

promises. If you are on the ground floor,

The CTYIzens' Review advises you to

keep your windows firmly closed. As

one RA said, "to be forewarned is to be

forearmed".

Where’s our teen spirit?
Smells like teen spirit, an anthem of the

CTYIzens everywhere, hasn’t been

played at the discos this year (session 1

included) we tried to find out why…

After rumours of a ban because

of general mayhem and “moshing” in

session 1 it was anticipated that there

would be a lack of “teen spirit” at the

session 2 discos, this led us on our trail

to finding out why... 

We discovered that the song

wasn’t played at session 1 disproving

our earlier assumptions had been false.

We got permission to interview the

Assistant Coordinator Paul, all we could

get for a quote was “there’s no official

ban” later stating “it’s more a set of

guidelines”. 

Not entirely believing this we

decided to ask the D.J. why he hadn’t

played it. He said “I was told not to by

the R.A.s” So as a follow up we asked

an unnamed R.A. *cough* Brian

*cough*he said “Smells like teen spirit

is too good a song to play at a disco”.

In our opinion we believe the

song was banned to stop moshing, this

has caused the opposite now instead of

one quick burst of teenage hormones

being released in violent rage, it 

circulates through every mildly fast

paced song.

Bobby Clarke & Seán Bolger
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about the time he got the opportunity to

interview the infamous criminal “the

Monk”, real name Gerard Hutch. He told

us what thought of the Monk, how he was

not well educated, but still extremely

intelligent. He said that it is extremely

rare that someone involved in Hutch’s

career would survive to 46. He then

speaks at length about his interview with

The Monk, in which they recorded

around 4 hours of material, which got

shortened to 20 minutes.

After Paul was Brendan

Fanning, The Sunday Independent’s

rugby correspondent since 1996. He also

finds his job very rewarding. He speaks

mainly about a Lion’s tour he covered. He

tells us about how most of the players

were amateurs and weren’t prepared for

what was coming. They played New

Zealand, who showed no mercy. He gave

one example of a player who went to kick

a ball as hard as he could, in the hopes he

would stretch his hamstring and get to go

home.

Ian Kehoe was next up. He

spoke very animatedly, saying he liked

his job as it’s very busy. Kehoe works

with the Business Post and is currently

the Chief News Correspondence. He

emphasised the importance of 

entertainment in news. He said that

rte.ie/entertainment has more hits than the

business and news section put together.

CTYI Journalism Day 2009

Front page continued
Ian emphasised that common courtesy is

very important in the field of journalism.

The final speaker is Professor

John Horgan, the current Press

Ombudsman. He is one of the most

esteemed of the guests, and was 

mentioned by many of the previous

speakers. He said that journalism has

some enormous advantages. He believes

that we are in a crisis regarding 

journalism and that we need to find 

original alternative methods of 

distributing news, while still retaining

some form of news filter.

After the guest speakers were

done, each was presented with a hamper,

and off we went to the business building

to interview the speakers over biscuits

and tea. Four of our esteemed guests:

Paul Reynolds, John Horgan, Michael

Clifford and Brendan Fanning came over

to be interviewed. All were very 

cooperative; giving lengthy interviews to

those assigned to them, with John

Horgan’s being the longest. Once Paul

was finished with his interview, however,

he encouraged us to gather around him

and ask him questions, staying for at least

half an hour.

Overall, the 2009 Journalism

day was a tremendous success. It was

informative, interesting, extremely useful

and very entertaining.

Journalism Day lunch

Bursting with excitement, I scrambled

my way through what seemed like 

hundreds of CTYIers who were all lucky

enough to be invited to attend this 

welcoming reception of 8 famous 

journalists. In fact, there were only about

50 people, but I like to exaggerate.

After wandering around the

room, I came across someone who

looked fairly important and decided to

slide into his conversation. It was Ian

Kehoe from the Sunday Business Post,

although I didn’t know that at the time

and had to pretend I did. It was actually

quite interesting though. We had to pose

for cameras, and he talked to us about

the recession and working in a 

strawberry factory. 

I ate a small bit of chicken

before moving on to the next journalist,

who was none other than the lovely

Roisin Ingle. We had a great conversa-

tion full of laughs, yet our talk was very

helpful and educational. After about 20

minutes I got pulled out of my talk with

Roisin, and was introduced to Eamon

Ryan’s colleague, where I had a heated

conversation about Shell in Mayo. Soon

after, Eamon himself showed up, and we

also had a small chat. He was actually a

nice enough man, but I didn’t get a prop-

er chance to have a discussion with him,

as our lunch was drawing to an end.

Colm O Reilly escorted us out

of the building to the Larkin Theatre

where the journalists spoke to us. 

Ruadhán Ó Laoi

See the next 5 pages for interviews with John Horgan,
Michael Cliffford, Paul Reynolds and Brendan Fanning
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Interview with John Horgan

CTYIzens Review: Can you explain the

role of a press ombudsman?

Prof. Horgan: I can, it’s very simple 

actually. People send the press 

ombudsman complaints they have about,

for example, newspaper articles by which

they feel attacked. The purpose is that the

two old options were a court case or a 

letter to the editor, the former costing too

much and the latter being thrown in the

bin (though they don’t do that anymore).

I try to mediate between the two parties

and seek compromise. I work by a code

of conduct set up by the editors 

themselves, but they have no ability to

interfere in my decisions.

CR: How did you become involved in

your current job?

Prof. Horgan: Well, I spent many years as

a journalist and as a lecturer on 

journalism, and after spending a year at

home annoying my wife I thought I had a

good enough resumè to go for it.

CR: Does the job keep you busy?

Prof. Horgan: Well, we deal with 

approximately one complaint a day, and

get through about 30 to 40 complaints

every year.

CR: Approximately how many of those

complaints are about Kevin Myers?

Prof. Horgan: Well, the way it’s done, is

that none of the names are actually made

public, though the details of the 

complaint and the article’s date of 

Carl Kinsella and Lynn Kilgallon meet Prof John
Horgan, Ireland’s Press Ombudsman.
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publication are, so it’s easy enough to

work out who wrote the articles. But at

the same time, the editor will be the one

held responsible. With no reference to

Kevin, our freedom of press can allow for

some sloppy journalism and it does have

to be outrageous to merit a complaint.

CR: And where is the line drawn

between satire and something 

unacceptably outrageous?

Prof. Horgan: It is hard to say. Recently

we had an article that heavily mocked

homosexuals and when we informed the

editor of the paper, it was defended as

satire and it’s hard to make any case

against that but in the end I can decide if

it goes beyond, and did in that case.

CR: And do you have any thoughts on

the new laws regarding blasphemy in

the press?

Prof. Horgan: Honestly, I don’t think I

should comment on that.

CR: Well, something easier – does being

back in DCU stir up any fond memories?

Prof. Horgan: Yes, I worked here for over

twenty years, and taught Fergal Keane,

Michael Clifford.. Michael Clifford was

very interesting because he came in and

said, “I’m an engineer, I want to be a

journalist” and I thought “Thanks be to

God”, because even if you don’t begin as

a journalist, it’s always a door you can

open as long as you have the spark. The

energy and curiosity. And you will be

rejected. Many times. When I was young

and they were kind enough to hand out

rejection slips, I plastered a wall with

them.

CR: And to what extent do you agree

with Mr. Leo Enright’s comments that

journalism is in freefall? 

Prof. Horgan: To a very large extent.

Journalism is in freefall and it’s 

impossible to predict where it will go

next.. I’m sure that journalism will 

continue but with blogs and the internet,

in twenty years journalism could be

totally unrecognisable.

CR: And what are your thoughts on the

CTYI program?

Prof. Horgan: I think it’s brilliant, and the

only thing keeping people away is the

money. But I think any businessman

walking around with his millions would

do well to invest in this, and make

scholarships more available.

CR: And you heard Colm O’Reilly

mention the financial cutbacks a few

minutes ago, do you, personally, have

any feelings on this?

Prof. Horgan: It’s not really my place to

comment.

CR: That’s fair enough. Thank you

very much for your time and we may as

well ask, can you be found on Facebook

or Twitter?

Prof. Horgan: Despite the insistence of

my children, no. But I have recently 

started getting through all my e-mails in

one day. 

Professor John Horgan is the first Press
Ombudsman of Ireland, a position 
created only last year. He is an 
experienced journalist, was a lecturer of
Journalism at DCU, and was an MEP for
the Labour Party. As a lecturer, he is
credited and rated highly by many famed
journalists today, perhaps the most
notable being Fergal Keane, Michael
Clifford and Leo Enright.

“Jounalism is in freefall and it’s impossible to 

predict where it will go next... I’m sure that 

journalism will continue but, with blogs and the

interet, in twenty years hournalism could be totally

unrecognisable.”

Turn the page for more interviews from Journalism Day
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Michael Clifford interview

Conor Darcy and Seán
Bolger spoke to the
Sunday Tribune’s
Michael Clifford after
Journalism Day.

We approached Michael as he replenished

his coffee and took another biscuit, we

were both slightly anxious as we got 

talking but after a few seconds it became

clear that he was easy to talk to and a very

nice man. 

Conor kicked things off with a

simple question “How did you get into

Journalism?” Michael explained how

after his Junior Certificate he was 

recommended to study engineering as he

excelled in maths. He received a degree

in Civil Engineering and spent a few

years abroad in London, but found that

engineering wasn’t his thing so he came

home to study Journalism at DCU.

“What was the most 

controversial article you have ever 

written” asked Conor, he thought for a

minute and then told us that he received

threats for an article he wrote about

Bertie Ahern’s tribunal. He added that

none of the threats were serious and that

he had no fears whatsoever of an angry

letter writer attacking him. He also stated

that he had previously worked for The

Star, The Evening Herald, Irish

Independent, Ireland on Sunday and his

current post at The Sunday Tribune.

When asked about the three

month holiday the Dáil is taking he made

it clear that he thought it was absurd,

especially during this economic crisis.

Our follow up question was what would

he do if he was Brian Cowan, firstly he

noted that the current government has

“made a balls of it”, it referring to the 

current economic situation. He then

explained how it is easy to criticise the

government when you’re not the one

making the hard decisions. He believes

that those who are worst off will be the

worst effected mentioning how people on

the Dole will suffer the most along with

those on the minimum wage.

Sean then asked which political

party Michael supported. He told us how 

journalists aren’t supposed to have 

political preferences so they can report

fairly and objectively. He added that he

had sympathy for the Green Party as he

feels that Fianna Fáil took advantage of

them and they are now suffering in the

local elections.

He talked a lot about how the

internet has had a huge impact on the

media and when asked would he ever

write a blog he stated “I wouldn’t mind

but I don’t now how to make money from

it”. As Michael had previous experience 

working at both tabloid and broadsheet

newspapers we asked him which was 

better. He described how starting at a

tabloid helped him learn the technical

side of newspaper writing and explained

how it has helped him immensely in 

writing articles. He then went on to say

that he preferred writing for broadsheets.

We asked him for his opinion on

the Broadcasting Bill 2009; the bill

makes it illegal to commit blasphemy. He

claimed it was “ludicrous” and was

ridiculous censorship. 

To leave on a light note we

asked him who his favourite band is. His

current favourite band is the Kings of

Leon but he also said that he has been a

Bob Dylan fan since he was a teenager.

We thanked him for the great opportunity

and we left with smiles on our faces and

biscuits in our pockets.

“Michael described how starting at a tabloid helped

him learn the technical side of newspaper writing

and explained how it helped him immensely in 

writing articles.”
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Interview with Paul Reynolds

Paul Glynn and Bobby Clarke caught up with
RTÉ Crime Correspondent Paul Reynolds in the
Business School after Journalism Day.
We glanced over at Paul Reynolds, 

standing at the table with the other 

journalists, and drinking his tea. He was

probably more well-known than most of

the other guest speakers, which made the

prospect of interviewing him more 

exciting. We took our moment and 

introduced ourselves to him. He greeted

us warmly and seemed enthusiastic about

the interview, chatting with us a little

before and after the interview about

where we live and the journalism course.

He was incredibly easy-going and

relaxed, and we were, too, as we went

ahead with the interview. He took a sip of

coffee and said “Shoot away”.

CTYIzens Review: When and how did

you start working in journalism?

Paul: Well, I started off as a teacher. Then

I wrote a couple of articles for different

papers, and then I got involved in RTE’s

radio and television news departments. I

started working with them in 1991, at the

same time as Rachael English, Mark

Little and Sean Whelan.

CR: Did you have an interest in crime

from the start of your career?

Paul: No, actually. But I got interested in

it eventually, because crime always

seemed as the most hands-on and active

field in journalism. It seemed like an

exciting opportunity.

CR: Have you ever been involved in

writing in your career, or do you prefer

to be in front of the camera?

Paul: I did, I actually wrote two books.

And, like I said, I wrote for some 

newspapers before I started with RTE. I

still actually do a lot of writing for RTE.

Writing is an integral part of the entire

process of reporting. If you work for the

news you have to write.

CR: Earlier today you talked about the

time you interviewed a gang leader,

and how there was a sense of suspense

and danger surrounding the whole

interview. Do you think that there is

any danger in working in crime 

journalism?

Paul: Not really. I don’t believe so, 

anyway. I’m not intimidated by the 

criminals; if you respect them they’ll

respect you. It’s also better to tell the

truth, and get both sides of the story, as

you don’t want to build up a bad

reputation with anyone.

CR: In our journalism class, we

learned about how the public perceives

crime as being a bigger problem than it

really is. Do you feel that crime is 

portrayed too sensationally by the

media?

Paul: I know what you mean. Crime is an

issue of public interest, and the people

who read the media are interested in what

happens. As I said earlier, it is important

to be as objective as possible, and to try

and get both sides of the story, because

we don’t want to seem intimidating to the

reader. It can be hard to keep different

opinions in proportion, but I don’t believe

that every criminal should be treated as

“evil”. We need to understand that 

criminals have families, and we want to

get their view, as well.

CR: Do you have any advice for

budding journalists out there?

Paul: If you want to get into journalism,

there’s no way to keep you out. Don’t be

afraid to write about what you feel is

important, and write lots, too. You’ve got

to learn to grab the attention of your read-

ers from the first paragraph. And don’t

feel pressured if you don’t get into 

journalism early on – many successful

journalists had other careers in mind, and

they ended up having lots of fun in their

new calling.
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A try and conversion of an interview
Anna Harrington and
Eamonn Cody meet the
Sunday Independent’s
rugby correspondent
Brendan Fanning.
Following many amusing speeches by the

other journalists at the Journalism Day,

Brendan Fanning really made an 

impression on CTYI students and staff

alike as began talking about the “more

frivolous side of life” – his job.

Fanning, a rugby player, coach,

and reporter for 35 years, seems to have

the best job in the world. “It’s not like

work at all!” he told us. He can’t

remember the last time he actually paid

to get into a match, always gets the best

seats in the stadium, and stays in the best

hotels. As if that isn’t enough, he also gets

to go reporting on tour every summer – to

countries such as New Zealand, South

Africa, Australia, and the USA – so never

has to worry about paying for summer

holidays ever again.

We approached him as he was

enjoying the luxurious tea and biscuits

kindly laid out for the journalists by

CTYI. We introduced ourselves and

asked if we could have a quick interview.

He seemed laid back and more then

happy to talk to us. We got straight in

with our first question of how he first got

involved in journalism.

“I got into journalism in my

mid-20s, by going around to newspapers’

sports departments and writing little two-

paragraph sample reports for them” he

told us. It was something Fanning had

wanted to do since he’d left school – an

injury while playing rugby for Clontarf

and a need to “cop on” was what pushed

him to pursue the career initially.

He has been the rugby 

correspondent for the Sunday

Independent since 1996 – but before that,

worked for many different papers, such as

the Sunday Times. “It’s the same job

whatever paper you work for, but with a

different boss. There’s just a set format”,

which is probably why he finds it easy to

do freelance work for different papers.

“It takes a while to get 

established as a journalist, you have to be

patient. I did a lot of Mickey Mouse work

at the beginning, but luckily I was in the

right place at the right time and my career

escalated”. Fanning’s ‘big break’ was at a

match between St. Marys and Skerries.

Skerries won by a huge margin which

meant that they leap-frogged to the top of

the table in an extremely unexpected

result – he was the only reporter there so

the paper had to turn to him. 

About the establishment of a

journalistic career he says: “The result is

very rewarding”.

Brendan Fanning is also the

author of ‘From There To Here: Irish

Rugby In The Professional Era’. “Writing

a book was a challenge but it was very

rewarding to see it on the shelves”, he

said. “Also, being a journalist helped

because I already had contacts and had

talked to all of the people already.”

Although he claimed that he

doesn’t get very excited by sport until

he’s got his report written, he still enjoys

a good match as much as he used to.

There was no denying his excitement

when he told us about the best game he’s

ever reported on – the Lions’ famous 2nd

Test in South Africa in 1997 which won

them the test series through Jeremy

Guscott’s drop goal. “There was an

incredible atmosphere in Durban, with

200 Zulus dancing before the kick-off to

heighten the crowd’s excitement. It’s a

match I will never forget!” 

We asked him about the recent

Lions tour to South Africa as he had first

hand experience of it and the memory of

those lost matches still hang in the mind

of rugby followers everywhere, including

ourselves. “It was extremely enjoyable! I

think the team performed as well as it

possibly could, especially since it was a

bunch of players who had just 4 weeks to

come together as a team and attempt to

beat the world champions on their home

turf”. 

We decided to wrap it up there

so we thanked him and he wished us the

best of luck with our careers.

As a first real interview we don’t

think it could have gone any better.

Brendan Fanning was a joy to interview

and we know which Sunday paper we’ll

be getting our sports from in the future.

“It takes a while to get established as a 

journalist, you have to be patient”
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Princesses, fairies and jokers abound at

the first disco of CTYI, session two. They

shriek and laugh at each other, curious to

see what their friends would come up

with under the “fantasy and fictional

character” disco theme. The costumes

were, for the most part, pretty impressive.

The novelty of the Teletubbies and a 

boy-band, along with Thing One and

Thing Two, made this disco all the more

enjoyable.

Inside, after the customary R.A.

group photos are taken, things start to

heat up, literally. Thankfully, disco-goers

can cool down outside with a glass of

water. Meanwhile, CTYIers inside the

disco dance to such traditional songs as

Street Spirit, Bohemian Rhapsody and

Y.M.C.A.

Of course, the “points” game is

played, but as this is the first disco, there

are not many players… At 11pm, the

lights go up and the CTYIers, either

euphoric or tired and disgruntled (see:

“points” game), search for their shoes

(kicked off during the traditional finale of

“American Pie”). The only low point of

the night is when, safe and sound in their

rooms, chatting about the night’s 

happenings, CTYIers hear the traditional

roar of “lights out!”

Fiona Reidy reports from the first disco of session 2.

“Fictional” Fun at the Disco
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Interview with Eleanor

As a well-known name in CTYI, it comes

as a bit of shock that Eleanor Cooke has

never before been interviewed by the

Journalism class’ annual newspaper – a

situation that naturally called for 

immediate rectification. It seems even

stranger still when one considers that she

has been working here with CTYI for

eight years now – this is, as she said 

herself, ‘her first and only job.’ This is

pretty easy to believe, if only for the sole

reason that it’s almost impossible to

imagine three weeks in CTYI without her

about the place but also because Eleanor

is one of the few people who knows

CTYI inside out: a wealth of information

for any CTYIers who might like to pose a

few questions to the office.

However, I was rather more

interested in getting to know Eleanor 

herself and her role in CTYI at the start of

our interview – myself and Aisling made

Lynn Kilgallon meets with CTYI’s Academic
Coordinator Eleanor Cooke.

our way over to the Site Office at 2PM to

be cheerily greeted by the woman herself,

busy working behind the desk in her

office. 

‘I’ve never been interviewed

before!’ she exclaims after the 

introductions are made – and for the life

of me I cannot imagine why. The thought

of doing an interview tends to seem

somewhat nerve-wracking but in all 

honesty, there was absolutely no basis

whatsoever for any anxiety: her obvious

enthusiasm (not to mention an amazing

Northern-Irish accent) banishes any 

worries that might have still been present. 

As I was soon to find out,

“‘I’ve never been interviewed

before!’ she exclaims after

the introductions are made”

Eleanor is quite the busy woman during

the day, so without further ado I began to

work my way down through my list of

questions. We began with the obvious

question – how she first got involved in

CTYI.  

‘It’s great working in DCU,’ she

adds in, after explaining how she ended

up joining the CTYI science bus –

involving travelling around the country

to visit various primary schools - as part

of her coursework while working on her

Masters in Science Communications here

in DCU and how, after someone else

dropped out, she was asked to continue

on in her work there. I think we can all

consider ourselves pretty lucky that that

‘someone else’ dropped out – in her years

of working in CTYI, she and the rest of

the team have had some fantastic success-

es in different areas. I ask her what her

best memory over the past eight years

working here has been and she opens her

mouth and then pauses. After a moments

thought, she smiles. ‘Well, we’ve won

some awards over the years,’ she tells me,

Lynn Kilgallon and Aisling

McGowan with Eleanor
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and goes on to explain about her and

Director Colm O’Reilly’s initiatives with

teaching in disadvantages areas and how

proud they were – and should rightly

have been – of beating over 250 other

organisations (including Samaritans and

Amnesty International) when they won

the Dublin Living Awards in 2007 for

their work.

This seems particularly 

impressive when one takes into account

the work she does all year round as well

as this – anyone who thinks her role is

solely confined to the six weeks during

the summer that CTYI runs for is under a

major misconception, and anyone who

thinks she’s stuck on the DCU campus for

the year, even more so. Eleanor tells me

about her work travelling around the

country, organising and promoting the

Saturday and Wednesday day courses, in

which over 800 students participated 

during 2008. Not only this, she is also

involved in organising special events 

during the year, such as writing 

competitions, and all the while teaches

Science Communications here in DCU.

I’m rather staggered to discover all of

this, to be honest – before sitting down to

talk with her (and it seems much more

like a friendly chat that a formal 

interview), I vaguely knew that she was

in charge of the courses on both 

sessions… aside from that, I had

absolutely no idea of the extent of her

involvement in CTYI! 

That said, of course, choosing

the courses for both Sessions 1 and 2 is a

fairly major deal, and I was curious as to

how exactly the courses were chosen.

Eleanor tells me that it’s basically

through a combination of different 

factors, ranging from what courses are

running in DCU itself, to any teachers

approaching herself and Colm with a

view to teaching a course (these including

TA’s returning as teachers: a prime 

example being Maria, I’m told, who’s

fantastic job in Drama last year led to the

new course of Write, Act, Perform being

added to Session 2’s courses) and a com-

bination of feedback from students with

the amount of 1st preference courses cho-

sen the previous year. ‘Your feedback

actually does matter to us,’ she laughs –

it’s nice to know that the terribly hard

work put into our evaluation sheets isn’t

going to waste.

Moving onto a topic which is

obviously fairly relevant these days, I

half-jokingly ask if we might discuss that

which is so close to our hearts… the

recession. She laughs when I first 

mention it – nevertheless, it’s mostly

common knowledge that CTYI has lost

its €90,000 annual funding from the 

government and signs of CTYI’s efforts

to create new revenue can be seen in a

number of different areas. Most evident

perhaps, is the return of a sizeable 

number of 17 year olds who would 

previously have seen 2008 as their last

chance to attend CTYI – Eleanor 

confirms that the fall in numbers of 

applications was the main reason for their

invitation to return. Aside from this, I

wanted to ask a few questions about

something a lot of us seem to be quite

curious about – at this stage, we’ve all

heard about the Centre of Academic

Talent, more commonly referred to as

CAT (I was actually rather interested in

clarifying what CAT actually stood for

straight off, considering the… 

inventive… speculations in CTYI as to

the acronym’s meaning.) 

‘It’s just a pilot programme this

year,’ says Eleanor and continues on to

explain how the separate programme was

another idea of Colm and the rest of the

team to generate more revenue – 

however, she stresses that it’s very much

also to give to those who might not other-

wise have had the opportunity a chance to

attend CTYI’s summer courses. The six

CAT classes include psychology, crimi-

nology, novel writing and archaeology –

interestingly, as we chat about the 

differences between CTYI and CAT,

Eleanor tells me that there’s a definite

possibility of CAT becoming a residential

programme in DCU, so as to incorporate

in the social aspect of the summer 

courses as well as the academic – 

something that, I’m sure, no CTYIer

could imagine being without in the first

place.

Despite how well the interview’s

going, I’m well aware (especially after

talking to her) that I’ll have to wrap

things up soon and with that in mind, I

pose my final question at the request of

my fellow classmates:

‘Can you tell me,’ I asked, ‘what the 

official line of the Office is on the Points

game?’ She stares at me, looking 

completely bewildered.

‘….What IS the Points game?’

she asks after a moment.

I thought it might be a better

idea not to explain… 

Interview with a CAT student
This year, there has been a mysterious event occurring at DCU. Teenagers that

aren’t CTYIers, but are not Sportalians. Who are they? Why are they here? Turns

out they are CAT (Centre for Academic Talent) students, the slightly dumber version

of CTYI. Curious about what exactly they do, Grace de Bláca caught up with CAT

student Daisy Maguire and quizzed her about it.

How did you find out about CAT?

I did the test for CTYI last year, but I

didn’t get in. Then I got a letter from

DCU telling me about CAT and that I

was eligible to attend.

What is the day-to-day routine?

We have class from 10am until 12, then

lunch from 12-12.30pm.  We start class

again from 12.30pm, and that lasts until

2.30pm, when we have activities until

4pm.

Do you want to go to CTYI next year,

or are you content to stay at CAT?

I’d be happy to do either!

What do you think of the people?

They’re all really nice!

Is the food better at CAT than at

CTYI?

We bring food from home or buy it in

Spar, so yeah!
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Meet the RAs

When I come in Shane seems very

relaxed and ready for the interview. I

thank him for coming and then dive

straight into my questions. He tells me

he lives in Laytown, Co. Meath but he

comes from Dublin, putting emphasis on

it and warning me not to say he’s from

Meath. 

For all you ladies out there,

Shane is 21 and studies Natural Science

at Trinity College Dublin (TCD). He is

single too ;)  

As we both get settled down I

ask the question that has been on every-

one’s lips…. ‘What’s with the hair?’ He

laughs and asks me defensively do I not

like it to which I obligingly reply that I

do. Awkward. He then tells me how he

hadn’t cut his hair since he started back

in session 1 and that it was much better

before. He explains how he is a big

Arsenal fan and that is why his hair 

is dyed red. 

I ask him or rather tell him to

explain why session 2 is better than 

session 1. He looks at me and I know

I’m not going to like what I hear, 

shockingly he thinks that session 1 is

somehow better than session 2! He sees

the look of horror on my face and tells

me how it’s not that the students are

worse it’s because of the R.A. Wilim (a

pirate) who did not come to session 2.

Moving on quickly, I ask who

the coolest/best CTYIer is. He thinks

long and hard as I push him for an

answer. So who is it? It’s Domhnall

Foley! For the most eccentric student the 

honour goes to Dermot Davern. For all

the R.A. based questions it takes time

and effort to get the answers out of him.

He obviously doesn’t want to upset or

offend anyone. Best R.A. goes to Sinéad

because just before the interview she

gave him a cookie. Craziest R.A. is

Brian and the funniest R.A. is Martin. 

I ask him the difficult question

of what he thinks of Colm O’Reilly,

Shane is Colm’s nephew. He tells me

rather blandly that every time he sees

him he is in his office and ‘does noth-

ing’.

My three last questions were

asked to be asked. ‘Why can’t we walk

on the mulch?’ He laughs and tells me

jokingly that ‘the mulch has feelings

too!’ As regards to the R.A.’s obsession

with kettles and toasters he says that

they intend to form a large pyramid

made from them.

Last but certainly not least I ask

him ‘Does your iPod feel heavier when

you put more music on it?’ He looks at

me as if I’ve gone mad, I of course have,

but very cleverly replies ‘Of course! 1’s

are heavier than 0’s!’

I thank him for the interview

and leave with a better opinion of him

than beforehand.     

The CTYIzen Review catches up with two of this year’s Residential Assistants.
Conor Darcy met Shane O’Reilly while Áine O’Connell met Irene O’Leary

Shane O’Reilly
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Irene O’Leary
Irene O’Leary, session two residential

assistant at CTYI, looks apprehensive as

I take out my big multicoloured notepad

in the empty classroom we used for the

interview. When I ask my first question

(how are you today?), she laughs and

asks ‘Do I give lie answers or what..?’ I

ask her to tell the truth as much as 

possible, so she tells me that she is ‘tired

but happy, and was hoping to get outside

later’.

We chat about the weather

before I launch into question two: has

Irene been to CTYI? The answer is no.

She heard about it from her brother

(there, her brother was Stevo. Happy

Ciara?) and applied to be an RA after

working with younger ‘talented youths’

in October. She tells me that she loves

being an RA, especially planning the 

different activities. However, she says

that they’re long hours and she doesn’t

get much sleep... I can relate.

From here on, my questions get

a little less CTYI orientated. First, I ask

about Irene O’Leary’s personal meaning

of life. After some confusion on what I

actually mean by this, I discover that she

believes people should experience as

much as possible by travelling and

filling up this big empty world. 

Next, I ask was she by any

chance a superhero, a question that I feel

all RA’s should be asked. Irene seems

happier with this question and tells me

that she isn’t… yet. Give her ten years

or so, apparently. 

I was pleasantly surprised by

Irene’s opinions on Spoon Bracelets. She

thinks they’re ‘the best invention ever’

and that they should be spread to non-

CTYI people. On traditions here, Irene

thinks they’re a great way for ‘newbies’

to feel involved and welcomed to the

CTYI family. However, when asked

about certain banned traditions, she

gives me the very RA-ish answer that

the traditions shouldn’t upset anyone.

I’m inclined to agree here.

Finally, I ask Irene the most

important question of all. Jaffa Cake:

Cake or Biscuit? After a little thought,

she says confidently ‘Cake. 100% Cake.

It goes stale when it’s left out.’ I’m

grateful she agrees, as this is a subject

I’m quite passionate about…

When I thank Irene for the

interview and tell her it’s going in the

CTYI paper, she reacts with shock. ‘Oh

cringe! The paper? You didn’t tell me

that!’ She tells me she wants to be one of

the first with a copy. Hopefully this

won’t offend her too much…!

What do RAs do all day?
Have you ever wondered what the RAs actually do all
day? Students spend a lot of time at class, and no RA is
ever seen during this time. So what are they up to?
Killian O’Dwyer and Anne-Marie Meenagh investigate.

We decided to first get a picture of what

students suspect they do. According to

Journalism student Eamonn Cody, they

do “Nothing. They just sit around and do

nothing.” Other students had some wilder

and more controversial opinions. Perhaps

they complain about their students? Or

have mass floorgies unobserved? An

anonymous source suggests that “Maybe

one of them is secretly Osama Bin

Laden.”

It is clear that nobody is quite

sure what our Residential Assistants do,

and there is obviously some suspicion

surrounding them. Many students said

that they have never actually seen the

RAs going to their rooms at night, which

also raises the question “Do they sleep?”

We tracked down RA Shane

O’Reilly, and, notepad bared, questioned

him. The first thing we asked was, quite

simply, “Do you actually sleep?” He does

not.

We decided to move on to the

most pressing matter: what they do while

we’re attending classes.

“Well,” begins Shane, “today

me and Sinéad went to play tennis. We

only brought one ball though, and she

threw it into the bushes.” That surely

couldn’t have taken all of the class time

though, so we asked him what else he did.

“Me and Sinéad were actually in the

bushes for about an hour,” he says with a

grin, before hastily adding that they were

“looking for the ball of course!” He looks

worried now.

At three o’clock, activities

begin. Students often comment that the

RAs look bored or disgruntled during this

period. Shane however, says that the

activities are great fun, and he 

particularly enjoys tag football. “It helps

when they know the rules too.”

Upon casual observation, RAs

do nothing overly suspicious during the

5:00pm to 6:30pm period (apart from

skipping us in the dinner queue). They eat

their “delicious” canteen food then go to

their RA groups for a meeting, where they

mention all the current affairs affecting

students. These meetings are incredibly

short this year. Nothing much going on.

Next comes study, another 

period where the RAs vanish into the

mist. Shane at least can detail where he

goes during these hours.

“Most nights I join the

Superhero Science class, not that I have

any favourites.” This immediately raises

the question “If you were a superhero,

what would your name be?” Shane thinks

for a moment before answering with 

surprising certainty and a mysterious tone

“The GAMBLOR!”

We ask The Almighty Gamblor

if he is, in fact, secretly Osama Bin

Laden. He looks concerned, and 

suspiciously asks us where we got our

information. After a moments silence he

admits that he is in fact Osama Bin

Laden, but only on Tuesdays.

He also tells us that when they

are out of students’ view, the RAs do in

fact enjoy floorgies. “Who doesn’t?” he

asks.

We thank Shane for his time and

information, and leave with a much

broader understanding of what the RAs

do. And, strangely, we’re still suspicious

of them.
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Sportalians: Beneath
the sunglasses

What words spring to mind upon hearing

the word ‘Sportalian’?  Rude? Cigarettes?

Four in the morning antics? These were

common answers that CTYIzens gave

when questioned this, but in all fairness,

the majority have never even talked to a

Sportalian! Well now’s the chance to get

to know them, as this interview delves

deep inside the life of a Sportalian and

answers the questions we’ve all been ask-

ing for years on end! 

OK, after failed attempts at 

luring in a suitable Sportalian to 

interview (I wouldn’t really describe

them with the word ‘approachable’) I

reeled in 3 perfect Italians, all of whom

were 16. I began the interview by asking

them their names, to which they replied

‘Alessandro, Alberto and Giacamo’. Ok,

at least they understood that. I jumped

straight to the question everyone was

dying to know the answer to. ‘Why do

you always wear sunglasses... like,

ALWAYS?’ It took them a while to

understand the question, but when they

did, they looked at me like it was the most

obvious thing ever and said ‘Cos they’re

cool?’ No... They’re really not, but OK.

Moving straight to the next

question I asked what they actually do at

night. To this they replied ‘We play poker

… with fish’. Fish??? Poker with fish??

P-p-p-poker fish, p-p-poker fish... A bit

worried that they’d seriously messed up

their English, I asked ‘fish?’ as my 

colleague Ailbhe attempted to 

impersonate a fish by flailing her arms

about. They furrowed their eyebrows at

us, as she obviously wasn’t good at 

imitating a fish. ‘Do you mean chips?’ I

asked. ‘Yeeees cheeps!!’ they smiled,

unaware of the shock they had put us in.

When asked what they think of

people in CTYI, they claimed not to

speak to many, and when asked if they

had a name for us, they said we seemed

friendly. Not really what I was getting at

but OK …We proceeded with the 

interview and asked how come they get

croissants, and then not even eat them. ‘I

prefer the Corn Flakes’, one said.

WHAT? EWWW. Scared to linger on

with these decidedly scary folk we fin-

ished up with, ‘When are you leaving?’.

‘Ehhhhhhhhhhhh 28th ’. Yussssss! 
Well despite their crazy fish

antics, they were surprisingly friendly

people, and even cheered when I asked

for a picture. I believe they’re commonly

misinterpreted as raging hooligans who

insist on causing havoc, when in reality,

they’re really only a group of people just

like us (well ... almost) who want to learn

English, and enjoy it along the way. I

think it’s also important that we 

remember, Sportalians have souls too.

Ruadhán Ó Laoi met some of DCU’s ‘Sportalian’
population to learn more about their time in Ireland and
their views of CTYI.
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Fly on the Wall: Sportalians

{sportalian}

“They smell weird,” says one student

when asked what she thinks of the foreign

language students who share the canteen

and the DCU campus with CTYIzens.

These “Sportalians” have been coming to

DCU in the summer to learn English for

as long as anyone can remember. We

decided to do a fly-on-the-wall report

from the Sportalians table at lunchtime to

see what really makes the Spanish-

Portuguese-Italians tick…

Before actually setting out to do

our report, we had to gather opinions on

our sportalian friends from some of the

students at CTYI. Aisling, 14, described

them as being “very up themselves in the

canteen”, while other students recounted

their personal experiences involving

Sportalians. One such student told The

CTYIzens’ Review of an incident he

called ‘sportalian fishing’. Himself and

his friends had tied some string onto a

pair of sunglasses and placed the glasses

in a strategic location in the hope that

they would catch some Sportalians.

Unfortunately they did not manage to

catch any. Perhaps these foreigners are

not as stupid as they appear.

Another student told of a time

when she was walking around campus

carrying a lightsaber (we are in CTYI

after all). A sportalian came over to her

and made a lightsaber motion with his

hands while simultaneously imitating the

sound a lightsaber would typically make.

The student was “extremely taken aback”

at the Sportalians actions and felt that it

was a “violation of [her] right to carry a

lightsaber in public”.

After hearing all these stories about

the evil of sportalian ways, we thought

we knew what to expect when we

attempted to blend in with their culture

and converse with them in a friendly

manner. We had been practicing phrases

in their native tongue, and were deter-

mined to at least exchange a few words

with one of them.

“Can I have some salt?” These

are our words as we attempt to make 

conversation with a relatively 

unapproachable Sportalian girl.

Disdainfully, she looks down at the three

sachets of salt on her tray and hesitantly

hands us one, then turns away. Perhaps

she’s confused as to why we would need

such a condiment as we have no food

with us, or perhaps she’s just plain bitter

– all we know is our chances of getting an

interesting conversation outta this girl are

shot. Taking our salt with us but leaving

behind our dignity, we move away from

their lunch table. 

We are now outside CTYI canteen, 

surrounded by foreign language students

commonly referred to as ‘Sportalians’

due to their origins. Each CTYI student

usually looks upon them with resentment

because of their inequitable access to

croissants in the morning and their

incessant shouting at night. However, we

have taken on the challenge of finding the

truth behind their futile sunglasses and

fugly backpacks.

Approaching one Sportalian

(evidently foreign due to his tan) beside

the water fountain we successfully 

manage to make small talk. However, we

think the conversation backfired slightly

when, upon asking his nationality, he

mumbles something incomprehensible in

an unfamiliar drawl. “You’re Ethiopian?”

we question him doubtfully. Nope. Turns

out he’s Italian. Yet again we have 

completely detonated any likelihood of a

thorough discussion.

With a faint goodbye, we walk

away disheartened in search of a lone

Sportalian willing to contribute to this

article without deserting us halfway

through a conversation. Okay, so our plan

didn’t quite work out. We tried tirelessly

for at least twenty minutes to get a shred

of information worthy for a newspaper,

but we failed epically. But hey, we’ll just

do as CTYI students have always done,

and blame the Sportalians…

Ailbhe MacMahon and Orla Delaney try to gain
an inside look at Sportalians on campus...
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The Secret Ingredient:
A Canteen Expose

We entered the canteen with an open

mind as to the secrets we might uncover

there. After procrastinating nervously for

a few minutes, we approached a friend-

ly-looking member of staff. Initially, she

was surprised at our request for an inter-

view, but readily agreed to it.

Lin, who has worked on the can-

teen “floor” for two years, has tasted

most of the food served. Among her

favourite dishes curry, pasta and pizza.

For years, there have
been complaints of 
sub-standard foodstuffs
being served to CTYI 
students in the canteen.
Orla Delaney and Fiona
Reidy decided to 
conduct an interview
with a member of the
canteen staff.

She looked thoughtful for a moment,

then added with a laugh that she would-

n’t touch the meat. When asked about

the “secret ingredient” of the food, Lin

laughed and declined to answer. 

We decided to end the interview

This is Sparta!

“It’ll have to be the same time tomorrow,

girls,” These were the words of Richard*,

the dubious owner of Spar, on the evening

of Wednesday 21st July. The seemingly

disgruntled shop worker was suggesting

we carry out our long-sought-after 

interview with him on another occasion,

after we had missed our four o’clock

appointment that day due to our 

attendance at Vinnie’s legendary biannual

speech in the Larkin theatre.

However, no such meeting came about,

for every time we found the time to return

to Spar was inconvenient for Richard.

And so, we found ourselves carrying out

some ‘investigative journalism’ in order

to discover the cold hard facts of CTYI’s

favourite convenience store.

Cleverly disguised as two 

students, we entered the shop, and whilst

paying for a carton of cranberry juice and

some sour-cream and onion flavoured

Pringles, managed to lure the friendly

shop assistant, Leslie*, into a revelatory

conversation.

Rummaging through our 

handbags, and acting as though our 

purses were buried within the deepest

realms of our pockets, we ingeniously

asked about the shop’s most common

purchases. The answer: Marlboro Light

cigarettes. Chuckling, Leslie also stated

that chocolate was a popular product.

Well, there’s a shocker!

Feeling we were on a 

journalistic high, we questioned what the

shop’s peak business hours were. With a

furtive glance around the shop, Leslie

cautiously told us that “five to six” was

when most people dashed into Spar to

pick up some last supplies before closing

time.

After our intensive questioning, which

was holding up a couple of customers

eager to be served, we sensed that Leslie

was beginning to worry about our

motives for wanting to know such infor-

mation. Turning to his co-worker, he qui-

etly asked whether she thought we were

interviewing him. Naturally, being the

semi-professional undercover journalists

we are, we quickly denied this fear and

assured the staff we were simply curious.

All suspicion quenched, we hastily left

the shop with the knowledge that we were

walking away carrying journalism gold.

*all names have been changed to protect

the identity of those involved in the

investigation

Fiona Tscherny & 

Ailbhe MacMahon

with a trick question: “Do you still make

the food from pigeon?” Lin was a bit

taken aback by this, and she hastily

answered “No.” does this mean that the

food was once made from pigeon? Only

Lin knows. 
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An Outlook from Abroad

Ellen Cosgrave surveyed some of CTYI’s foreign
students to see how they’r finding their 3 weeks.

With so many international students

roaming the C.T.Y.I campus this year you

don’t have to go far to hear a foreign

accent in the background. Every year

C.T.Y.I attracts a considerable number of

foreign students and with 7% the total

247 students on campus this year living

abroad, I decided to seek 10 of them out

and survey them on their take on C.T.Y.I

as an international CTYIzen......Here are

the results:

Where are you from?

CTYI’s sphere of influence extends far

across the globe as 50% were from the

USA, 20% from the UK, 10%

from Holland, 10% from Spain and 10%

from Poland. 

Is this your first time at C.T.Y.I?

For 70% it was their first year while 30%

had attended previously. 

Did you find the first day more 

intimidating because you’re from

abroad?

While 40% admitted they did, 60% said

that they found the prospect of studying

in a different country to their own really

appealing and exciting. Most reminisced

that once they had gotten used to the

initial culture shock and to our "odd 

phrases" they found that they fit right in.

Have you participated in similar 

programmes near you and if so how

does C.T.Y.I. compare?

An overwhelming 80% said they had not

while the minority who had had all

attended programmes in the U.S. One

CTYIzen in particular Matthew Goldman

(16), from Brooklyn New York, had 

previously attended an American C.T.Y.

programme on which our own CTYI is

modelled. He kindly took the time to

explain to the main differences between

the two. These included the “fresh 

attitudes and opinions” to be found here

in Ireland and the fact that the afternoon

activities choices were somewhat more

extensive in the U.S. with some unusual

options such as “soak the RAs with water

balloons”.  He also informed me on the

various contrasts between the two 

academic programmes. Most 

interestingly stating that "In the U.S.

there’s a strict rule that you don’t take

your class work out of class”…..

“Otherwise though,” he told me, “they’re

scarily the same”.

Do you think that people take more of

an interest in you because you’re from

a foreign country and you have a fresh

perspective on things? 

The general consensus was that although

their "life at home" was initially 

interesting to some, they had soon 

integrated and were no different than 

anyone else in that respect. However,

Matthew added that in class his 

nationality added an "interesting dynam-

ic" as he could contribute a "foreign 

outlook" on different issues.

Finally, have you enjoyed the experi-

ence and would you like to come

back??

With an overwhelmingly positive

response, 100% admitted they love

C.T.Y.I. and would love to come back

next year……….at least if they could!
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Many CTYIzens will have noticed, 

scattered across DCU, signs for the 

mysterious room C199.

It was an ordinary lunchtime for

a motley crew of eight students when it

was suggested that we follow these signs

on an epic quest to find room C199 and

what lay within. We had no idea of the

dangers in store.

Grace De Bláca, Jack Walsh,

Colm Gleeson, Oisín Breathnach,

William Dunne, Evan Hunt, Maurice

O’Neill and myself, Killian O’Dwyer

were the adventurers who set out from

Spar at 12:15 on Wednesday, July 22nd.

Knowing that “C” is the code for

the Henry Grattan building we headed for

the street, top hats and hair bows aflutter

in our haste. It is there that we see our

first sign.

It is pointed straight ahead, and

we take a collective breath and head

inwards.

The signs lead us through a

corridor with a carpet tapestry adorning

the walls, and we soon find ourselves

going upstairs to the first floor.

We follow the next sign and turn

a corner to see a set of double doors that

seemed unusually out of place and 

different. Wooden and smaller than 

normal doors in this building, a sign

pointing to them read C199. We

tentatively walk through to find our-

selves in a long corridor lined with many

wooden doors.

The doors are not all numbered

here, but the few that are all display 

numbers in the region of C145E, C145F

and so on. We’re clearly not in the right

place.

We carry on through this section

of the building that no CTYIzen had ever

seen before. After a minute’s worth of

wandering, we emerge to find ourselves

in another corridor with regularly

coloured doors. The doors nearest us read

C179 and C178. No C199 yet, and there

are no signs to give us guidance anymore.

Our ramshackle exploring group turns

right to walk down a glass lined 

passageway.

Here William takes the lead,

leading us into another wing of the 

building that we had no previous 

knowledge of. The door codes here begin

with “CA”, and we become aware of the

fact that we must have taken a wrong

turn.

William confidently tries to lead

us down a set of stairs but the rest of the

group mutiny against him, knowing that

we are already in the wrong building,

downstairs is not the way to go. It would

Killian O’Dwyer reports on an epic quest to find
a room that does not exist...

The Mysterious Case of C199
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only lure us deeper into the labyrinth.

William heads defiantly onward,

going down the stairs alone. However,

soon the rest of the group realise that Will

never came back up the stairs. Rumours

begin to circulate that perhaps there was a

Balrog (as in Lord Of The Rings) at the

bottom of the stairs and William 

undoubtedly met his demise there.

After a brief moment’s silence,

the seven survivors explore some more of

the CA wing. Custard coloured walls and

disconcertingly narrow corridors quickly

make us turn on our heels and retrace our

steps to the glass lined passageway. We

take every path we can find in the hope of

finding room C199, but to no avail. We

do, however, come across several oddities

such as an unusual, tiny, and Alice-In-

Wonderland style door hidden away. This

was, unfortunately, locked.

After a grand total of a half-

hour’s searching, we come to the

inevitable and disappointing conclusion

that room C199 does not actually exist.

The seven survivors make their

way outside, with a small piece of carpet

to remind us of our fallen comrade.

We head back to class, hoping

that William survived his encounter with

the Balrog. We now know that room

C199 is just a dangerous myth and cannot

be found, despite the signs.

For your own good, don’t go

looking for C199. You may not survive.

Where have all the bathrobes gone?
When you think about CTYI, chances are that one of
the first things you think of is the many traditions that
make it so unique. Sadly, many of these beloved and
long-lasting traditions are slowly dying out, if not as
good as dead already. Jack Walsh, Fiona Tscherny
and Colm Gleeson examine how these lynch-pins of
our great society are gradually wasting away…
Transvestite Tuesday:

The legendary tradition of dressing as the

opposite sex was allegedly banned in

2006 and has never returned. However,

since its foundation in 2004, it has never

been a favourite of the CTYI staff, least

of all Colm O’Reilly, who, once word got

out that students were cross-dressing,

made a personal appearance at every

class and sent offenders back to res to

change into more appropriate attire.

“Tranny Tuesday’s” popularity has

declined steadily due to widespread con-

troversy.

Pirate Wednesday:

It is a long-standing tradition that CTYI

students dress as pirates on the second

Wednesday of the session. The most well-

known pirate to have attended CTYI is

Pirate Eoin, who made his mark in

Session 2 2008 by wearing his pirate 

outfit every day for the first two weeks.

The popularity of this practice has also

declined in recent years, largely because

of the ban on swords. Yarr!

Bathrobe Thursday:

In accordance with Douglas Adams’ 

science fiction novel, The Hitchhiker’s

Guide to the Galaxy, well-read CTYIzens

believe that the world will be destroyed

just after breakfast on a Thursday. To 

prevent being annihilated, students 

typically don dressing gowns and carry

towels around with them every Thursday.

This practice has only been interfered

with during a visit from the Minister for

Education, when site director Colm

O’Reilly banned students from wearing

their Hitchhiker’s garb until the minister

had left after lunch. With few flannel-clad

teenagers to be seen in Session 2 2009,

this tradition appears endangered.

Disco Songs:

As you can see, many of our beloved

CTYI traditions are dying out. But surely,

I hear you cry, our disco songs are safe,

right?! WRONG.

Not even the most secure of 

traditions are safe anymore in these 

fragile times.

The musical line-up of the disco

was struck a crushing blow recently with

the loss of the legendary Smells like teen

spirit by Nirvana. And this time we don’t

have the sportalians to blame (although

session 1 have filled in the gap nicely).

We as a community we're all

struck to the core by this and it’s 

subsequent “moshing” ban. As a result,

any moshpit formed so far has been

forcibly liquidated.

Does the moshing ban mean we

won’t be seeing The Ramone’s Blitzkrieg

Pop or Smashing Pumpkins' Bullet with

Butterfly wings in future disco’s?

Only time will tell…

So, what does this mean for CTYI?

Well, it means the loss of some great 

traditions that have been an eternal part of

CTYI for many years, and deserve to be

for many years to come. If we let go of

these traditions handed down year to

year, we will be letting go of some of that

magic that keeps hundreds of Ireland’s

“talented youth” coming back year after

year.

But how we stop the slow decay

of these traditions is the issue. Obviously

we need a resurgence in interest in those

mentioned above, but also we need to

protect those that seem safe now. Spoon

bracelets, floorgies and other such 

traditions may seem perfectly secure now,

but tell any ex-CTYIzen of the banning of

Smells like teen spirit, and they’ll tell you

it’s crazy.

Wear a bathrobe. Bring a towel.

Wrap a spoon around your wrist.

But most of all, protect what

makes CTYI what it is today.
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Does anyone remember

“The Brave Little Toaster”?

This offhand remark made in CTYI’s

Journalism class was not only greeted

with recognition and laughter, but it

sparked a huge debate on much-loved

cancelled kids TV shows. 

One girl waxed lyrical about

‘Noah’s Island’ saying on one occasion it

made her cry. When asked about this, she

bursts out with how sad it was when the,

er, elephants died.

Other TV shows that were 

mentioned regularly were Hey Arnold!,

The Morbegs (the sinister and long 

standing question of ‘who was inside

those costumes?’ was raised) and of

course Pokémon.

Pokémon of course has been

associated with CTYI for several years,

as the theme tune is a favourite at the dis-

cos. This can be disconcerting for some

‘newbies’ however; one girl claims she

didn’t realize what the song was until

someone told her afterwards. 

This conversation continued on

and off for the next three weeks, with one

big question arising; what happened to

these shows we spent our childhood

Saturdays glued to?

Perhaps society was changing,

and wanted a new batch of colourfully

designed anime characters, articulate 

animals, and cynical teen stars. Or maybe

it was in the interest of the actors to leave

the shows? Let’s face it, Kelly, Zack,

Screech and the gang from ‘Saved by the

Bell’ weren’t going to stay seventeen 

forever. 

New shows, despite saddening

many of us 90’s Kids, brought the cash,

and we said ‘Bye, Arnold!’ and wrapped

up our final performances of Barney’s “I

Love You”. The Bananas in Pyjamas ran

down the stairs for the last time and

hopped into the Magic Schoolbus, never

to be seen again... And our much loved

friends were locked away in the vaults of

our cherished childhood memories 

forever.

Áine O’Connell, Aisling McGowan and Ciara
O’Hagan reminisce on favourite childhood characters.

What is “The Points Game”?
DISCLAIMER: I hereby stress that the to-be-mentioned Points Game is not affiliated with CTYI,
but rather just a phenomenon that can take place over any amount of time or in any place.
We at the CTYIzen’s Review would like to judge it on it’s sociological and psychological merits (or
demerits) rather than gain any cheap laughs from our readership.
For this reason I further stress that this article be read for informative purposes, educational 
purposes and certainly not as a how-to guide, or anything of that sort.

The directors of CTYI, or the powers-

that-be, are unaware of such a game as

The Points Game, and so we feel it is

more than appropriate to devote a column

commenting upon the rules, objectives

and ramifications of this game in CTYI.

And of course, for this reason, our 

analysis of this game is entirely 

hypothetical, because one could argue

that if it is not acknowledged by the 

higher-ups, it does not even exist.

One point is achieved for each

member of the opposite sex, two points

per member of the same sex (discounting

those in the same RA groups), and one

point for everyday spent in a relationship,

excluding the point garnered for the 

initial incidence of “togetherness”. 

The hypothetical objective of

this hypothetical game is to gain more

points as a collective than any of the other

teams, teams which are grouped by RA

group.

As one would imagine, as is in

any game or sport intended for casual

enjoyment and fun, it can be potentially

misused. By this, I do indeed mean at

least fifty people licking one tree 

(seriously guys, as humans, you have 

disappointed the rest of the race), 

communal lollipops (ew), and floorgies

(does it even sound pleasant to you?), and

general butchering of a game designed as

an innocent means of socializing.

Obviously, the method of “scoring” was

initially a kiss on the cheek.

As is the nature of humanity, the

ante has been most certainly upped, and

it’s surely safe to leave it that.

In any case, what an obsession

with such a game can lead to is an entire

devaluation of ones self-preservation and

self-respect, not to mention the respect

with which we observe one another.

What it does indicate to me, as

somebody totally uneducated in the field

of psychology, other than I am a teenager,

is that we as teenagers place a desire for

validation amongst our peers above our

sense of pride in abstaining from prac-

tices such as ‘The Tree’. It also speaks

volumes about the sense of mob rule that

can prevail in a scenario where there are

200 people present. 

The points game is an attack on

individuality, an attack on self-respect,

and an attack on the youth of today.

Or maybe it’s just fun that does no harm

to anybody. At all.

Signed Muncher and Redzer, xoxo
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Film Review: Harry Potter

& the Half-Blood Prince

Release: July 15th 2009

Director: David Yates

Cert: 12A

Runtime: 153 minutes

Cast: Michael Gambon, Daniel

Radcliffe, Emma Watson, Rupert

Grint

This weekend, anticipation ran

high. 

Why? Well, for many (this

being CTYI), the reason was fairly

obvious – Saturday’s trip to Santry

was the first opportunity for the

vast majority of CTYI-ers to see the

long-awaited Harry Potter and the

Half Blood Prince and unsurpris-

ingly, the cinema was packed.

With the ‘Golden Trio’

entering into their sixth year in

Hogwarts, Harry Potter (Daniel

Radcliffe) is caught amid his

heightened fame as the ‘Chosen

One,’ while magical and muggle

worlds collide as Lord Voldemort

and his followers grow ever more

powerful. This year, he delves

deeper into Voldemort’s past with

the help of Professor Dumbledore,

(played by Michael Gambon) and

newly recruited Professor Slughorn

(Jim Broadbent) – and throughout the

year, the mystery of who the ‘Half Blood

Prince’ is hangs over Harry’s head.

Question is – could the latest

instalment in the massive franchise live

up to such high expectations? Short

answer: not quite. Yes, admittedly, as

with all the previous films in the series, a

scene-by-scene adaptation of the JK

Rowling’s much-loved book would have

been impossible, however much hardcore

fans insist that they’d happily sit through

a seven-hour film. Nevertheless, the

inclusion of a few frankly unnecessary

new scenes that writer Steve Kloves came

up with will probably leave those looking

for even a bit of loyalty to the books 

feeling slightly disgruntled – in 

comparison to directors of previous films,

David Yates (Harry Potter and the Order

of the Phoenix, 2007, Harry Potter and

the Half Blood Prince, 2009) seems far

more inclined to take liberties with events

and storylines. 

Yet insofar as it is possible, the

film runs relatively true to form. Much

lighter in spirit than the previous film - in

which Daniel Radcliffe (Harry Potter)

spent most of the film running about

playing a tortured soul, while Emma

Watson and Rupert Grint (Hermione

Granger and Ron Weasley, respectively)

scurried about with worried expressions

behind him- Half Blood Prince places

much more emphasis on the characters,

the comedy and the romance (however

cringe-worthy it may or may not have

been throughout the entire film… One

might venture the opinion that the Harry

Potter scripts should in future be proof

read by some random teenager – the

intended audience is obviously

not as innocent as producers

would have the writers believe,

judging from the amount of

sniggers that escaped from the

audience every five minutes

during the film. Anyone who

was there will have a fair idea of

what’s being referred to…)

So what exactly was it

that left so many feeling 

somewhat unfulfilled after 

leaving the cinema? Well, for a

film that should’ve been pretty

damn good, it fell slightly short

of the mark. Pieced together a

bit like a banjaxed jigsaw 

puzzle, the actual entertaining

moments fell few and far

between – consisting mostly of

little interactions between the

main characters, the budding

(and wilting) romances and the

occasional moments of genuine

humour in the film. Other 

highlights include excellent 

performances by supporting

actors – with CTYI’s own

Evanna Lynch playing Luna

Lovegood to perfection.  

However, the most 

significant thing lacking in the entire film

was probably the sense of wonder that the

magical world of Harry Potter created by

JK Rowling managed to instil in so many

– on a more positive note, though, in

ways Half Blood Prince goes further

toward achieving what so many fans look

for in the film adaptations: a more 

palpable sense of reality.

And this leaves me rather on the

fence as regards expectations for the

adaptation of the final book in the series –

Harry Potter & the Deathly Hallows.

Lynn Kilgallon takes a look at this year’s ‘must-see’ film for CTYIzens to see if it
lives up to expectations or leaves viewers wishing they’d just stuck to the book.
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Activity Reviews

Knutsack

Knutsack, a game by CTYI, For CTYI

and of CTYI. Knutsack, popularised by

Games Theory class 04 session 1, has

since become a trademark of Ctyizens,

and a laugh for the people inhabiting the

overlooking offices.

Knutsack has been compared to

dodgeball, without the team or the

“balls”. When someone has the “sac” (as

it is referred to) everyone freezes, you

can’t move your feet or you’re out. If

your hit with the sac you're out. The sac

can be multiple things usually a bean

bag, sometimes a canteen roll is used.

As an experienced knutsack player

my first game this year was a big disap-

pointment. I was knocked out in third by

my teacher… But aside from this I

believe knutsack is a brilliant game and

will continue to be a reoccurring and

excellent activity.

Bobby Clarke

The CTYIzen Review took part in a number of this year’s afternoon activities. Here our

reporters fill you in on what you may have missed...
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Drama

On signing up for Drama as an activity

on my second day of CTYI, I was more

than a little apprehensive about it. I envi-

sioned Shakespearian dialogue, loud,

theatrical teenagers and generally a room

where someone relatively quiet like me

couldn’t get a word in.

Well, my prediction came.... sort of

true. Shakespeare was quoted (Paul’s

quite frankly amazing Titus Andronicus

monologue) and the other drama stu-

dents were indeed somewhat excitable.

We began our first class with a warm-up

game, involving being beans. No, really.

My personal favourite was the Mexican

has-been, which involved yelling

‘AREEEBA!’ very loudly before falling

to the ground very, very carefully.

Our first class ended with some very

funny improvisation and most people

couldn’t wait to return on Wednesday. 

Wednesday’s class had many more peo-

ple, more than half returning. Once

again we “warmed up” by being

Mexican, French, runner, baked, or has

beans (get it?) but also with the very

interesting “Alien Game”…

“Thirty people rugby tackling you

simultaneously is not a pleasant experi-

ence” said Killian, our unfortunate bottle

holder. I think I’ve said enough about

the alien game. Can you say epic fail?

After some more truly hilarious improvi-

sation, including a sort-of musical, the

class disintegrated into students throw-

ing accents at Paul & Conor, another stu-

dent.  

Drama was an excellent class for

making friends, learning about drama

and for a good laugh. I’d really recom-

mend this as an activity!

Áine O’Connell

Yarnspinning
On the first Friday of CTYI this year,

‘Yarn Spinning’ was available as one of

the afternoon activities. Everyone

assumed it’d involve the literal spinning

of yarn, which sounded interesting any-

way, so we signed up. As about thirty of

us were crammed into a small classroom

in the Henry Grattan we soon found out,

as Paul the RA started telling us anec-

dotes about the old days, that this would-

n’t involve any string – we were actually

about to be taught how to tell stories.

Paul told us how to personalise our char-

acters and how to deliver with confi-

dence and charisma, and we were soon

going round the room taking it in turns

to tell stories. Everyone seemed to have

something to tell us about backpacking

in Peru or their cousins in the Marines,

and shortly everyone was having a laugh

and sharing their funniest stories.

Anna Harrington

Yoga and Relaxation

With very few options for activities one

day, I decided the best and most fun

option was yoga and relaxation with

Kerri. We did our perfect posture and

our cat and dog position. We all shook

out our arms and legs to keep ourselves

loose and limber. 

Kerri taught us a few positions that

were easy to do and you felt like you

were getting exercise without doing any-

thing. Unfortunately one girl injured her

leg and the teachers had to look after

her. This led to an unfortunate kung-fu

lesson with he-who-must-not-be-named

(and I’m not talking about Voldemort.)

When Kerri returned to teaching we

had a fun lesson of belly and bollywood

dancing to Jai Ho. With even a few

guys’ hips shaking and arms flailing

everyone had fun. The last few minutes

were dedicated to talking and relaxing.

And the whole class was treated to a

view of an internal organ massage that

traumatised us for life.

Ciara O’Hagan

Capture the Flag

Capture the flag, or CTF for short, has

become a staple CTYI activity.

However, at the time of writing I have

only been able to play it once, thanks to

the awful weather. And because of the

huge amount of people, the R.A’s were

forced to create four teams. And so team

1 played team 2, and 3 played 4, over

and over again. As a member of team 2

(who won 3-1) it was my job to defend

the flag and “catch” anyone trying to

take it. 

After about four games, everyone

seemed pretty bored and so the R.A’s

decided to make two big teams (1 and 2,

3and 4)  for one big game. This then

resulted in too many people defending

flags, cheating and about five people

from each side actually playing. Even

the new way of “freeing” people was

useless, having to simply touch each oth-

ers hand. Here’s a few tips to make CTF

better: don’t let as many people sign up,

and bring back the stuck in the mud sys-

tem from ’08.

Jack Walsh

Boot Camp

Have you ever heard of the words “boot”

and “camp” put together in the same

sentence? If so, you probably aren’t sur-

prised to hear that only 13 CTYIzens

approached the camouflaged Domhnaill,

who stood sternly next to a large sign

which read “BOOT CAMP”.  

Basically the activity consists of run-

ning, stretching, circuit training and a lot

of pain. The circuits included exercises

such as clapping push-ups, sit-ups, tricep

dips and MUCH more. Despite the fact

that the majority of the Boot Campers

were athletic and fit, the challenge

proved too much for some, with Helen

Campbell, 15, saying “Kill me now!”. It

is a widely known fact that nerds

shouldn’t move this much, what with our

lack of co-ordination and interest in Star

Trek, this really wasn’t the best choice

of activity for “Ireland’s talented

youthz”.

If you put aside the agony you’re in

for the next 6 days, and the whole sweat-

ing issue, it’s actually not too bad. The

two hours themselves were overall an

interesting experience which we found

rather enjoyable, not to mention how

amazing you feel about yourself directly

afterwards. HAPPY HORMONES!

Ruadhán Ó Laoi
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Weekend Activities

Croke Park

The last group to leave for their Sunday

trip were those destined for the Croke

Park Museum. A mixed group, 

consisting of one of two types of people,

those in GAA jerseys smiling widely and

those already looking bored.

It took almost an hour and a half

to walk to the stadium, including a 

pit-stop in Tesco and a picnic. When we

arrived we spent fifteen minutes 

examining the Gaelic games memorabilia

and testing our balance, strength and

endurance on the specialised machines.

Then the tour began. It was full of 

‘interesting facts’ and a tour-guide who

insisted on calling us ‘friends’ and 

congratulating us on our completion of

small feats like climbing a flight of stairs

or falling silent to hear about another

original architectural feature, in the most

patronising way possible. It was obvious

that the trip received mixed reviews, with

one young Gaelic football player saying

“It was good, yeah” and another student

commenting “At least we got to go to

Tesco”, on the unplanned bus trip back. 

The Croke Park trip did exactly

what it said on the tin. It educated one on

the wonders of the GAA and the national

stadium. If this subject appeals to you,

then so would the trip, if not then it real-

ly, really wouldn’t.

Anne-Marie Meenagh

Botanic Gardens

It was a strange weather day even for

Ireland. It rained on and off constantly

while we walked to the National Botanic

Gardens of Ireland. With the rain pelting

down we all thought that maybe the NAC

wasn’t so bad after all.

We decided to sit down at the

bench just beside the main entrance. We

stayed there for close to an hour dis-

cussing typical CTYI things like the food

from the canteen and why Sportalians fail

at life. We then left our beloved bench

and had a wander around. We were

impressed by the amazing variety of

plants.

The weather certainly had an

impact on our enjoyment but we can’t

blame the Botanic Gardens for that.

Everyone seemed to have had a good

time as we headed back in good spirits.

We would also like to mention that

nobody in Session 2 ate any of the plants.

(Session 1 plant eating FAIL).

Conor Darcy

The CTYIzen Review takes a look at the different trips on offer to 

students at the weekend this year.
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Farmleigh
There was great competition amongst 

students wanting to visit Farmleigh on the

first Sunday of the session, and I was one

of the “lucky ones” who got to go to this

free attraction. However, the much-

anticipated trip proved anticlimactic, not

only because of the changeable weather.

Indeed, we initially resolved to remain

undeterred by the many heavy rain s

howers and sought shelter under the trees.

The major let-down of the excursion was

the fact that the acclaimed market was not

on at the time of our visit, though students

were assured that there would be copious

amounts of fresh food to buy from the

stalls promised for Sunday the 26th.

Behind the large house, St

James’s Band from Dublin was playing

various pieces of music, including the

“Star Wars” theme, a song from the 

musical “Oliver!”, and the “Final

Countdown”. These well-known tunes

proved popular with the eager audience,

who applauded politely from plastic

chairs dotted across the lawn.

Eventually disheartened by the

almost incessant downpour, we decided

to take a complimentary tour of

Farmleigh house at 2:30 pm. With purple

stickers, we waited for our guide,

Krystian. A charming young man, he led

us into the library, dining hall, 

conservatory and numerous other 

impressive rooms.

Food-wise, we consumed tasty,

though overpriced, paninis at the

“Boathouse café”, and enjoyed some €2

“99 cones” outside the restaurant.

Overall, the trip to Farmleigh

was enjoyable, if a little dull. However,

the second excursion, on Sunday 26th

July, promised to prove more exciting

with the attraction of the market. We

would recommend a visit to Farmleigh to

anybody with little money to spare, as

everything but the food is free of charge.

The home-made cuisine is so delicious,

though, that you may end up spending

more here than at one of the places with

an entry charge.

Fiona Tscherny

Bodies

“Oh look, a foetus.”

Charming words to overhear, don’t you

think? But at the Bodies Exhibition in the

Ambassador Theatre, nobody’s joking

about what they see.

We had heard much about the

Bodies exhibition before we saw it. It

opened in Dublin in January, and has only

just closed. The idea of the exhibition is

to preserve and display human bodies

using a process known as polymer 

preservation. It has become infamous in

the controversy it has caused worldwide

in the dubious sourcing of the actual

human bodies on display.

Anonymous Chinese “donors” is

where the exhibition claims they come

from. Rumours have, however, abounded

that they are in fact either convicts, 

political prisoners, or even people who

innocently donated their bodies to science

(not knowing what science would do to

them). A representative of the exhibition

said, “The bodies were not formally

donated by people who agreed to be 

displayed.”

After paying the entrance fee of

€14 (and this was a group discount), we

walk down a slowly darkening corridor

and then emerge to find ourselves looking

eye-to-eye at a skeleton cheerfully 

dancing with its own muscular system. 

Next we move on to some body

parts that have been kept in clear glass

cabinets. Most make the beeline to the

crowd circling the exposed human brain,

but some questions about ethics and

whether the exhibition is right can be

overheard. Are they justified in using

their donors as guinea pigs? “It’s just not

right,” one clearly unsettled woman can

be overheard saying. “Can you imagine

being stripped of your skin and bones

and put on display?”

The majority of the whole 

bodies on display have been arranged

into a variety of striking poses. We

have the Conductor (pictured), who

shows the complexity of muscular

movement. There is the Thinker,

whose brain is there for all to see.

There is the Soccer Player, 

displaying movement, among others.

The reactions of other CTYI 

students are almost as interesting as

the exhibits themselves. Some are

weary and uncomfortable; some are

utterly disgusted and in a hurry to

leave, while others soak it all up in

fascination.

We walk through the eerily

lit circulation gallery, looking at the 

incredibly complicated exposed

blood systems of the human body.

Next on display are the lungs of a

smoker. “I thought lungs were red”

says a bewildered CTYIzen. This is

not the case if you smoke. As the smok-

er’s lungs demonstrate, tar deposits build

up inside your lungs, causing them to turn

a dirty grey-black. It seems we’ve arrived

in the disease section. Lovely.

Looking at cancer has never

been a thrill for anyone, so we quickly

moved forward to the next gallery, which

comes with a little warning notice stating

that you may not wish to enter.

It’s the embryo and foetus gallery.

The warning notice goes on to

tell us that all of the specimens here died

by natural causes due to “complications”.

Interestingly this is the only place in the

exhibition where we have been told how

those on display died. Most people are

horrified by the foetus specimens 

displayed in jars. “This is inhumane,”

mutters a spectator in disgust.

As we exit the exhibition we

walk past a small gift shop. Most people

don’t buy anything here, they probably

think they’ve given them enough out of

their pockets already. Many people

believe that the exhibition has earned a

lot of money by abandoning respect for

human beings, while others say that it is

all in the name of science.

The Bodies could be described

as fascinating or disgusting. It all depends

on your point of view. Let’s just say we’d

rather not witness Bodies: The Exhibition

again.

Ellen Cosgrave & Killian O’Dwyer
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Class Reviews

Human Rights Law

Obviously it’s to be expected that

Human Rights Law would be a very

work-heavy, learning-based course, as

it’s a course with a massive range of

issues attached to it, but that doesn’t put

off the keen students who seem to be

really interested in it.

We arrived unannounced but

the teacher, Rachel Walsh, was lovely

and invited us in to listen to their discus-

sion about NGOs.

She encouraged the students to

give contributions to the conversation,

which was informative as well as being

interactive.

The content of the course

seemed very interesting and it was clear

that already all of the students had a

good understanding of the subject, so

managed to comment on what was hap-

pening, creating a good atmosphere.

Eamonn Cody & Anna Harrington

Corporate Business

We entered CorporateBusiness hoping to

find a class full of people significantly

less depressed than the economy and sat

through half an hour of “Topic 27: An

Introduction to Taxation”.

The enthusiastic instructor

Daryl Hanberry brought the class to life.

Encouraging everyone to take part and

voice their opinions, he clearly had

gained the respect of his class. The TA

entered the room to cries of “Gráinne! I

missed you!”. Obviously a hit with the

students, she took her seat at the back of

the class. The discussion on import tax

continued. Most students contributed

regularly.  

Although the subject matter

didn’t appeal to us personally, the class

mostly appeared to have a great interest

with one future businessman, Owen

Killian, saying, “It’s brilliant, a truly

enjoyable course!” 

Having a new found knowledge

of how to reclaim taxes paid in America

we left the classroom. Overall the class

seemed quite Deloitte-full! 

Anne-Marie Meenagh & Seán Bolger

Gothic Studies

We joined Gothic Studies as the class

and their teacher, the lovely Sorcha Ní

Fhliann, discussed modern gothic in the

suburban context of the film they had

watched the previous night.

Everyone in the class was given

the chance to voice their opinions and

views about suburban gothic as a sub-

genre. The concepts of “Invaders”,

“Secrets” and “Outsiders” were 

mentioned. The class even managed to

relate these gothic elements to more

modern things such as Desperate

Housewives.

Sorcha encouraged the class to

compare the elements of this era of 

gothic to classic gothic, which they had

studied in week one.

The class was smaller than that

of last year, but every student seemed

completely at ease and there was 

definitely an atmosphere of enjoyment

among the students.

We felt like we were becoming

a part of the class and when the time

came to leave we really didn’t want to.

Killian O’Dwyer & Ciara O’Hagan

Ever wondered what it would have been like to do a different course this
year? Not sure which course you’d like to try next year? The CTYIzens Review
visited different classrooms around CTYI to see what they were learning...

International Relations

We entered the class to a group deeply

immersed in The Model U.N. debating

the motion “the Taliban should be a

political party in Pakistan”. Surprisingly,

within ten minutes Iran admitted to

funding the Taliban and causing 9/11. He

was quickly removed to (as instructor

Peter Lydon put it) the Isle of Despair.

Promptly the U.K. declared Israel “state

terrorists” and the debate continued

untill it was proposed that Israel should

be driven into the sea.     

The International Relations

class seemed genuinely interested in the

session of M.U.N.. There were

interesting dynamics behind this with

most members commenting on the topics

proposed with intelligent responses.

Anonymously one country admitted “not

thinking of class outside class” quickly

followed by another country stating “I

don’t think of class inside class”.

Despite these comments we

found the class informative and

enjoyable with fast paced debates and

heated arguments we would recommend

it to anyone interested in international

affairs.

Bobby Clarke & Ellen Cosgrave
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Sports Science

As we entered the class we could see

that everyone already seemed relaxed

and interested in the course. Their

instructor Aislinn Sherwinn used a 

lecture style of teaching using a 

projector, and giving many examples of

the subject at hand.

The subject of the class, the day

we did the review, was based on steroids

and the dangers of taking them. The 

students seemed relaxed and were not

afraid to ask questions. The students

were also very organised when told to

make groups. Another discussion was

based on “how to look out for people on

drugs and how to recognise the

characteristics”. They also did a case

study on someone who had overused

drugs, Chris Benoit, a wrestler who

killed himself and his family because of

a drug overdose.

From what we saw, it was a

very enjoyable course, with a friendly

atmosphere.

Jack Walsh & Leah McHugh

Novel Writing

Welcome to the house of fun! We are

greeted by a black velvet-clad Claire

Hennessy, the author of nine novels her-

self and first published aged 13, who

explains to her class why we’re here and

cautions, “beware of journalists!” before

turning us loose on the future novelists

who were typing passionately with eager

fingers.

All students questioned gave

glowing reviews. “It’s brilliant,” beamed

one girl. “Entertaining.” “Creative,” said

more. However, one student tells us that

the class is “not a doss” and we find that

a few people had dropped out. The cre-

ative element proved to be the most pre-

ferred part, as some called the theory,

particularly the History of Writing, “sort

of boring”.

When asked about their class

novel, the students tilted their heads, fur-

rowed their brows and bit their lips in

thought. 'Ice Cream Apocalypse: Sweet

Love on a Cube’ chronicles “everything

and anything”, and features characters

such as Paula the Transvestite and Mike

Rotch. “It’s difficult to put into words!”

I was told I would have to read it to get

it, and judging by the snippets of text I

spied on various computer screens, I

whole-heartedly agreed!

Character development, plot,

conversation and freestyle writing all

played their part in the course. “We

watched ‘The Complete Works of

Shakespeare’ one day,” enthused one

budding young writer.

We chatted to Claire, and dis-

covered what she thought of the Novel

Writing class of 2009. “They’re fantas-

tic!” she grinned, “full of energy. The

novel will be very coherent, fingers

crossed!” One student described Claire

as “very eccentric, but a great teacher!”

Reaping an average of 9.4/10,

Novel Writing, complete with inspira-

tion-provoking ‘Thinking Hats’, seems

to be the place to be at CTYI. (Apart

from Journalism, of course!)

Aisling McGowan & Áine O’Connell

Philosophy

As we entered “classroom” XG19, our

presence was not acknowledged by the

absorbed young philosophers pondering

the concept of perception. Fiachra, the

instructor, was explaining the ideas of

great thinkers such as Locke and

Berkely whilst toying with a Rubik’s

cube. We were immediately struck by

the relaxed atmosphere of the class, with

many students not wearing shoes and

some resting their feet on desks.

It quickly became obvious that

there was a friendly relationship between

everybody in the room; all were united

in their unquenchable interest in the sub-

ject of existence. Fiachra used everyday

objects, such as the door to the room, as

examples of abstract ideas. He asked the

class open questions, which rapidly

spawned into amicable yet deep discus-

sions. The students all seemed eager to

engage, challenging the thoughts of

philosophers they were learning about.

We noticed no hesitation when

the class moved on to the topic of God’s

role in perception. Fiachra explained this

principle in a reassuring tone: “If God

perceives something, it exists, even if

you don’t perceive it”. Students also

expressed their interest by taking concise

notes as they listened to the teacher and

read from the projector at the front of the

room.

Overall, we found the class

intriguing, if a little short on the laughter

– though Fiachra made a joke about

Spongebob just before we bade the

philosophers farewell.

Ruadhán Ó Laoi & Fiona Tscherny

Psychology

When we entered the psychology class-

room we were greeted warmly by the

teacher, Kylie L’Estrange. The students

were just starting a discussion on non-

verbal codes, and seemed to be very

interested in the subject. 

From our position in the back

of the classroom we observed the bud-

ding psychologists as they suggested

methods of non-verbal communication.

Kylie listened to all their suggestions,

expanding upon their monosyllabic

answers to help others understand. As

the class progressed, the students were

gradually getting into the topic and con-

tributing more readily.

All the students were diligently

taking notes and seemed to be enjoying

the class immensely. The good relation-

ship between teacher and class was clear,

even to our psychologically untrained

eyes. All in all it seemed a very interest-

ing and good-humoured class. 

Orla Delaney & Fiona Reidy
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Superhero Science

It’s 9.30am, the students of Superhero

Science are already deep in discussion

on black holes. The bubbly teacher

explains the Penrose Process to a quiet

and attentive class. All the students

remain quiet and raise their hands when

they want to say something. The teacher

and students all have a good sense of

humour, with discussions varying from

space catapults to blue midgets that may

or may not have feet.

All of the students seem to be

enjoying themselves, actively engaging

in discussion and with only a handful

remaining silent. The students aren’t

afraid to put forward new ideas and

opinions, which the teacher encourages

and backs up with scientific reasoning.

Overall, Superhero Science was an

interesting “Clobberin’ time” of super-

awesomeness.

Conor Darcy & Colm Gleeson

Veterinary Science

We approached the classroom, only to

find it empty, with bags and books

strewn about the desks, and a

PowerPoint presentation left on. When

the spirited and cheerful Vet. Sci. class

returned from their morning break, we

were greeted by curious glances before

the bright and bubbly Eimear Humphries

introduced us to her students and

encouraged us to “join in!”

The small class of fourteen was

composed mainly of girls, with the two

boys looking slightly out of place. We

detected a friendly ambiance, with one

student describing the class as “good

craic.” Talking to more talented youths

we found that the “coursework is really

intense”, and that four had already left

the course, though they felt it was 

“really interesting and helpful if you

have animals at home”. 

Settling down in one of the

rows, we observed as Eimear launched

into a lesson concerning medical 

treatment for cows. The students were

attentive and responding well, rattling

off scientific phrases which meant 

nothing to us outsiders; Eimear had

taught them well. Though the general

atmosphere was quite easygoing, with

students casually taking notes, their

diligence was instantly evident. The

work was very complicated and

advanced- the perfect challenge for an

aspiring vet to sink their teeth into.

Having covered such topics in

the past weeks as operating on and 

dealing with small animals, horses and

exotic creatures, they certainly are 

progressing greatly, especially after 

successful trips to UCD and Dublin Zoo.

We rose to leave, getting final comments

from the students, with one saying, “I’ll

probably be taking this in college after

doing this course”. 

Obviously, this is a class

enjoyed by any sincere animal lover, and

gains a wholly respectable average of

8.5/10. We ambled out the door with

notebooks and pens in hand utterly

bewildered as to how to treat a sick

cow…

Aisling McGowan & Ailbhe Mac Mahon

Write, Act, Perform

When we walked into the WAP 

classroom, as it is fondly abbreviated by

its students, we were greeted with a

round of applause and immediately

knew we had walked into a great class.

After we settled into the corner,

notebooks in hand, the class got back to

what they had been discussing before

our arrival. Despite the fact they were

talking about Beckett’s view of how life

has no purpose (which the WAP-ers

called nihilism), jokes and innuendoes

were bandied about the room and 

everyone burst into laughter every few

minutes (Instructor Maria was at one

stage bombarded with requests to play

sticky toffee, as we had apparently

walked in on the most boring topic they

had covered. Ever. Which was hard to

believe, seeing as they were performing

an extract from a play that involved the

phrase “you are a succulent woman”.)

It’s clear the instructor enjoys

and understands the subject immensely

as she sat cross-legged on the table and

answered peoples theories and questions

about Waiting for Godot. 

As for the “write” aspect of the

course, one student said something about

a class work, to which another student

hastily replied “Shh, not in front of the

journalists!”

When it was time to leave, we

gathered our belongings and stood up,

once again to applause from the WAP

students, secure with the knowledge that

Write, Act, Perform is an excellent class,

partly because of the awesome students

in the class. WAP – WAP – hooray!

Grace de Bláca & Paul Glynn
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Ivor The Spider – room-mate,

lover, Eight-legged friend
On Thursday the 16th of July, Ivor the

Spider disappeared under sinister and

mysterious circumstances. He is 

presumed dead, or grieviously hurt.

Born on the 12th of August,

1965, Ivor lived a largely unassuming,

modest and lonely life. Partial to the odd

drink, and occasional participance in

armed robbery. But things would escalate

and spiral out of control for the four-foot

spider the day he met his new room-mate,

Carl Kinsella.

On the first day of CTYI ’09,

young, bright-faced Carl entered his room

to discover he HAD no room-mate, or so

it would have seemed. 

Upon preparing for a shower, he

discovered the relatively gargantuan 

spider residing in the bathroom sink. He

was very well-dressed, Kinsella 

remembers, claiming that upon their first

meeting Ivor wore “a tuxedo and a top-

hat, and smelled of sweet Cuban cigar-

smoke”.

But in spite of this initial shock,

Carl grew affectionate toward the 

arachnid, as did his “room-mate”,

“Eamonn Cody”.

But on the second day, Carl

feared the worst after he found Ivor

upside down in the sink. In terror, he

called “Eamonn Cody”, his “room-mate”.

After the two spent four hours at Ivor’s

side, “Eamonn” “poked” Ivor’s legs, and

reminiscent of Christ himself, Ivor came

back to life. 

But tragedy would strike again

on the third day of the eventful 

relationship, when an incident occurred.

In an attempt to teach their eight-legged

friend to water-ski, horror would strike

apartment VG19 again. As Carl,

“Eamonn”, Jim and Daragh video-taped

and narrated the stunt, Ivor slipped from

the water and broke his legs on the sink,

an accident that would confine the tuxe-

do-wearing, toddler-sized spider to a

wheelchair for the rest of his life.

Which, according to police

reports, only lasted one more day.

On the fourth day, a dark rainy

Thursday, Carl wished Ivor goodbye for

the last time, supplying him with food, as

he could no longer leave his wheelchair.

But the plot would thicken horribly as

Carl learned he would have a new,

HUMAN room-mate. Carl and

“Eamonn”, knowing the new room-mate

would neither understand nor accept the

“love” the three shared, rushed back to

the room only to discover that it was TOO

LATE.

Ivor was gone.

Since Thursday the 16th of July,

neither Carl nor “Eamonn” have slept,

and Carl’s real room-mate, who cannot be

named, has avoided police questioning by

fleeing the country, though Carl and

“Eamonn” have vowed swift and painful

“revenge” on whomever it is discovered

is responsible for the disappearance for

the beloved room-mate, lover, and eight-

legged FRIEND.

Written by Muncher and Redzer, xoxo
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Wins
Paul Glynn
Paul, making the world a better place

since 1993

Killian’s T-shirts
If you’re interested in time travel, meet

me last Thursday

Gangsta phrases
Dyno-mite, Fo’shizzle etc

Half-shorts
Extra... cool!

Spoon Bracelets
‘Nuff said

Hair Dye
Aquamarine is especially awesome

Fails
Mulch Nazis
RA’s shouting at you to get off it. Grr

Custard Doughnuts
Eww

Lights Out
We heard you the first time >: (

Dying Traditions
Why *sad face*

Overusing Win or Fail
Thank you Ginger Conor

Session 1
They ruin everything

Just a few of CTYI’s

more epic quotes

CTYI Dictionary!
Aisling McGowan

As a ‘newbie’ myself this year, figuring
out just what everyone is talking about
for the first few days can be quite 
confusing. Terms like ‘nevermore’,
‘Sportalian’ and ‘knutsack’ were floating
around my head and creating wrinkles in
my forehead.

Terms:
Newbie: a person in their first year at

CTYI.

Nevermore: a person in their final year at

CTYI, usually 16 years old.

Newbiemore: a Nevermore in their first

year at CTYI.

Ghost: a returning Nevermore, in the

case of extra places available.

Sportalian: Spanish, Portuguese and

Italian language students who come here

every summer to study English. They

have a bad reputation of being loud,

greasy and unappreciative of their crois-

sants among CTYIers.

Fo shizzle mo nizzle: I concur, my

African-American friend.

Othello: a board game that you probably

won’t hear of outside CTYI.

I’m offended by your language!

I’m offended by your face!

- Jessie & Andy at the CTYI toy
show

I had a friend with benefits once...

Yeah, his father was unemployed.

- Aine O’C & Aine K

Nobody knows who Goku is!

- Jessie & Alex

Fo Shizzle.

- Maurice

What does FOX stand for?

(Talking about the news station)

Fat Old Xenophobes!

- Aine & Colm

My toes feel awfully lubricated

today.

- Orla

And of course the quotes that are
just all-round well known,
Although the origins are general-
ly uncertain…

SUPER BEE!

Everyone lick that tree.

Have you tried fishing?

Barry’s MA!

Compiled by Fiona Reidy,
Fiona Tscherny and Áine
O’Connell

One ‘newbie’ said, “I just kinda
went with it and hoped nobody realised I
was a newbie!” Another said, “I tried to
make friends. Epic fail! Their lingo
made it seem like another language!”

So, I’ve decided to take 
advantage of my position in the
Journalism class and create a Newbie-
friendly guide to CTYI!

Places:
The Quad: the area in front of the

Larkfield residences, which form a

square.

Res: the housing in which residential

students live.

Spar: the Spar shop located beside the

Larkfield residences.

The Hub: located beside Spar, it is the

venue for the Sportalians’ discos.

The Street: an indoor street, across from

the Terence Larkin building, containing

classrooms, offices and an alternative

route to the restaurant.

The Larkin: the Terence Larkin building,

directly across from the Multi-Storey

Carpark, where all major talks and 

activities are held.

Traditions:
Knutsack: a CTYI game involving a

‘sack’ which is aimed at a person in

order to get them out. Once the knutsack

hits the ground, someone else picks it up

while everyone else runs away trying to

avoid being the next target. The players

are whittled down until only two remain

and someone is victorious.

Bathrobe Thursday: as everyone knows,

the world is predicted to end on

Thursday shortly after breakfast, so, here

at CTYI some students take caution by

wearing a dressing gown and towel.

Pirate Wednesday: on Wednesdays,

some students dress up as a pirate.

In the canteen: when someone drops

something from their tray or publicly

humiliates themselves in front of every-

one, they are treated to a complimentary

round of applause from the onlookers.

The Points Game: each R.A. group 

competes with one another to see who

can score the most points. 
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The CTYI Awards 2009
Best Boy: Patrick Skehan (“Fat Mess!”)

Best Girl: Gunda Marl (absolute legend)

Best Dressed Boy: Jim Connell-Moylan (a.k.a. The

Majestic Wolf)

Best Dressed Girl: Grace de Bláca (Looks like

Katy Perry!)

Best Boy’s Hair: Dan Walsh (perfection!)

Best Girl’s Hair: Ciara Austen Gray (on fire!!)

Best Couple: Muncher and Redzer

Funniest Person: Eamonn Cody (half shorts)

Best Accent: Margaret Gallagher (Norn Iron!)

Shortest Person: Carl Kinsella (“I’m a wee little

man!”)

Best Idiot: Darragh Kneeshaw (“It’s real nice to

BREATHE in greenhouses”)

Biggest Legend: Andrew Payne (Feelin’ da Payne)

Best TA: Willzo (likes his milk)

Best RAs: Irene and John (and all the others too

actually!)

Most Desperate For a Mention: Sorcha O’Sullivan

(asking since March)

Biggest Dotes: Paul Glynn and Ruadhán Ó Laoi

(nawwhhh...)

Best Shoelaces: Colin Caverley (Funky!)

Clockwise from top left: Dan Walsh and Ciara Austen Gray, John Campion, Ruadhán Ó
Laoi and Paul Glynn, Andrew Payne, Carl Kinsella, William Ryan, Graca de Bláca



Muncher & Redzer’s Happy Corner

Brought to you by the

CTYI Journalism class 2009!

D’you lyke it?Dear Muncher and Redzer, 

I’m only 3’2” and I need  to add a few

inches on before the disco, any ideas?

Thanks, Dermo

Dear Dermo, why don’tcha get a buncha
glue? Like a big bucket full of glue, stick
yer head in it, and mess it all up so you
look like the Statue of Liberty. No-one’s
gonna say no to the Statue of Liberty.
And if they do, there’ll be ructions.
Didja  ever see Cloverfield?

Signed Muncher and Redzer, xoxo

Dear M&R,

Someone robbed my cranberry juice.

I’ve discovered, to my dismay, that they

no longer sell cranberry juice in Spar,

and I really want it back.

Please help, Cranberry Conor

Dear Cranberry Conor,
We have some advice, and you’d want to
listen closely. If someone nicked me
cranberry juice, I’d  leave me shoe, me
left shoe, on the fridge by the window at
midnight. Like they TOLD me to.

… We drank yer cranberry juice.

Much luv, Muncher and Redzer

Dear Dr Muncher and Nurse Redzer,

An incident occurred in the quad the

other day, where through no fault of my

own, I tripped and my tongue came into

contact with the tree. You know the tree

I mean. Anyway, I think I’ve got some-

thing, as my tongue is swollen up and

green.

Anything you could suggest would be

much appreciated,

Anonymous

Alright Anonymous,
I’m only gonna say this once. The tree in
question is a disgrace. Shame on you for
even walking by that tree. If Muncher
had his hatchet, do you know what he’d
do? He would take that tree, and turn it
into.. Well, let’s put it this way, you know
the way you can’t hear a tree in the
woods if it falls and nobody is around?
Well you’ll hear this.
This isn’t a medical column, go see a
doctor.

Signed Muncher and Redzer, xoxo

Dear Mary,

Having a lovely time in Portugal. The

sun is shining 24/7, the locals are lovely

(met a charming Paulo last night, at the

ball.. more details when I get home!),

and the food is something else. I’ll have

to cook you some of their special chick-

en when I get home.

Hugs and Kisses,

Beatrice

You listen here, Beatrice
Our names are Muncher, and Redzer.
Not Mary. We haven’t been called Mary
in at least seven years. And what in
God’s name is Portugal? Is that some
kind of joke? And we don’t want any
chicken. Redzer’s a vegetarian. But if ye
have any cranberry, make sure to lock
yer window.
Never write to us again.

“Hugs and Kisses”,
Muncher and Redzer

P.S. Stay away from Paulo. Or else.


